WORKBOAT

FOL: 13238

Length: 14.99

Width: 5.5

FOL NO.:

13238

Type:

Steel Workboat

Built:

1982

Classiﬁcation:

NMA (Norwegian Maritime Authority) – has approved vessel instructions until May
2021

Dimensions:

Loa: 14.99 m. W: 5.5 m.

Engine room:

Thrusters:

>> SCANIA DS11 (304 HP) 1997 External cooling loop. Engine was taken out and
completely renovated in 2015. 10,000 hours after rep. Oil change every 200 hours
// Gear: SERVOGEAR is new. Propeller shaft has been replaced with acid-proof
steel. Seals and sleeve bearings have been replaced as well as the propeller.
LINAK linear displacement on gear and throttle // Deutz 220v generator (40 KVA)
>> Bow thruster type VETUS 42hp. Hydr
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Deck equipment:

Electronic
equipment:

>> Crane type Jonsered / Hiab. 25 ton meter. Range 10mtr. Max lift of 10mtr
2.7ton. 1.8 ton winch on rocker arm. Type Pullmaster. Radio controlled, type
Åkerstrøms. Crane is certiﬁed in Aug-2020 // Rapp Hydema Anchor Winch 2ton //
2 life rafts. 1 piece 8 man + 1 piece 4 man. There are 4 powerful ﬂoodlights in the
mast which lights up the whole boat // Pile driving hammer, takes pipe dimensions
from 140mm to 340 mm. Type ATLAS (air driven) // There is cable laying
equipment that can be mounted on the boat. Used for laying/hoisting of ﬁber/high
voltage/low voltage cables // Aluminum cargo hatches over cargo holds, “patent
hatches” that are hinged and operated by crane.
>> RAYMARINE dome antenna for TV at the top of the mast

All particulars are believed to be correct, but cannot be guaranteed. All oﬀers are made subject to prior
sale; changes in price and/or inventory, and withdrawal without notice.
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